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POKER BETTING LIMIT: HOW TO PICK ONE 4 U
Before you head for the nearest empty chair at an open poker table, hold on. There is one very important factor that you must check and verify before you
start playing. What? Check the betting limit of that particular table. Why? This is what determines the professional skills of the poker players you will face and
will also help you calculate approximately how much cash you need for this particular round of betting. For the Casual Poker Fan: You should try and begin
by selecting a table with a low limit. Here, you will enjoy the relatively casual ambience and friendly opponents, who will not have a lot of experience playing
and thus you stand a fair chance of winning. The slight problem with such games is that such kinds of tables are difficult to locate. In addition, those playing at
such tables tend to play in a very conservative manner and this slows down the flow of the game. If you are still interested in looking for such tables you will
be able to find them at the downtown casinos and gambling halls or at poker rooms not located on the Las Vegas strip itself such as the Palace Station. Wish to
Play Texas Holdem Instead? Here too, select the lower limit games such as the 4/8 version. In this game, you will be allowed to increase only by four dollars
and hence the name. Then, when you come to the last two betting rounds, you will have to double it to eight dollars. Likewise, you can also find the following
limits: two and then four, three and then six, four and then eight, eight and then sixteen, fifteen and then thirty, thirty and then sixty and the last one which is
pretty different to find (and which unless you are prepared to dish out large sums, you should avoid.) forty and then eight during the last two rounds of
betting. How Many Chips Should You Purchase In Such Games? What you can do is multiply the end limit by about twenty and then make sure you have that
amount. For example, if you wanted to join a table where the limit is two  and then four. Multiply four into twenty and you get eighty. So, this is the sum of
chips you must bring in to the game by buying them from the cash counters in the casino. Another option is playing Texas holdem with no limits whatsoever,
but beware. Such games pull pros and then you will find yourself at a big disadvantage. For the Experienced Poker Player: Most pros prefer playing Texas
holdem than other poker games. And such professionals opt for games with no limit or that have a high limit of at least fifteen dollars. Beware, these tables
(You can find them in the top casinos such as the Bellagio and others on the strip.) are places where you can lose hundreds of dollars in minutes so unless you
are aware of this or unless you want to swim with the sharks because you consider yourself a shark too, stay away. Conclusion: Note that sometimes the tables
might be occupied and it might take you a while to get a seat. Remember that this is not an online casino where tables are always open. Have patience and
wait and do not leave and just join a higher or lower limit table than the one you have decided on. Remember that the outcome of your casino experience
depends on this decision.

 


